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All The Time You Need:

5 Strategic Pockets of Time and How to Make Them Work For You
As an entrepreneurial mama, you may feel like there’s never enough time to focus on
your work, but the truth is there is enough time-- the trick is knowing how to maximize
it. Below I share the five strategic pockets of time and how to make them work for
you!
Cheering you on, Mama!
Mary Kathryn Tiller

Cruise-Control Time:

A pocket of time in which your hands are busy, but your brain is free. This could
be when you are driving, cleaning the house, nursing the baby, or taking a
shower.

Effective Ways to Use This Time:

Develop Your Craft: Listen to a podcast or training focused on developing your
craft.
Dream Sessions: Think through an element of your work, dream of what you want
to do next in your business. Talk to God about what He would have you do next,
then listen for His reply.
White Space: While you may be tempted to fill every minute of your cruisecontrol time with dreams and training, it is just as important to give your creative
brain some “white space”, or time where you merely day-dream, and allow your
mind to wander.

Crack Time:
A pocket of 10-30 minutes in which you are able to do one or two quick things.
This may be while the kids are distracted or you're sitting in a waiting room.

Effective Ways to Use This Time:

Clerical Work: Send a quick email, invoice, or make an update to your website.
Network: Hop on social media and build relationships by commenting on likeminded accounts and replying to comments made on your accounts.
Mapping Session: Map out a series of topics for your blog or social media posts.
Plan Ahead: Determine what tasks you’re going to conquer during your next
“chunk time” and “creative time” sessions.

Chunk Time:
A pocket of 1-2 hours, either before your kids wake up in the morning or after they
go to bed. Better yet, it may be time in the middle of the day when someone else
is watching the kids.

Effective Ways to Use This Time:

Schedule Social Media: Write out and schedule social media posts for the week.
Copy Writing: Write smaller pieces of copy for your website or storefront.
Make an Outline: Outline and prep your blog posts or podcasts.
Edit and Schedule: Edit and schedule blog posts or podcasts you’ve already
completed.

Creative Time:
A pocket of 3 or more hours- just enough time to immerse yourself in more
creative pursuits. If you have a several days with a set creative time, you might
consider creating your work in batches.

Effective Ways to Use This Time:

Long-form Writing Projects: Blog posts, manuscripts, or book proposals.
Product Development/ Design: Dig into your products and freebies.
Infrastructure Development: Think through and build up your website, storefront,
or email system.

Consecrated Time:
A pocket of 5 or more hours taken at least once a year (or once a quarter if you
can swing it). This is time for you to pray, fast, and seek the Lord’s direction for
your small business. Use the time to plan, dream, and strategize for the year (or
quarter) ahead! Dedicate your plans to the Lord, hold them loosely, and allow
Him to guide your next steps as you follow after Him. It may feel like a lot of time
to spend dreaming, but I promise you, there is no better use of time than in
seeking the Lord’s direction and will.

Now, It's Your Turn!

Make these 5 Pockets of Time Work For You
Using the spaces below, identify what these five pockets of time look like in your life
and write down one or two ways you're going to use that time in the week ahead. You
may need to arrange childcare or let your people in on your plans; if so, make those
arrangements and have those conversations. Remember: God has called you to this
work and it matters! Protect these times once you've set them. Your work is worth it.

Cruise-Control Time:

Identify a pocket of Cruise-Control Time you have this week and list one way you'll use it.

Crack Time:

Identify a pocket of Crack Time you have this week and list one way you'll use it.

Chunk Time:

Identify a pocket of Chunk Time you have this week and list one way you'll use it.

Creative Time:

Identify a pocket of Creative Time you have this week and list one way you'll use it.

Consecrated Time:

Identify a pocket of Consecrated Time you have this year and list how you'll use it.
(Remember: You may have to work with your people to create this time!)
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